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ABSTRACTAQ:4 A main bottleneck in bronchoscopic biopsy sampling is to efficiently reach the lesion
navigating across bronchial levels. Any guidance system should be able to localize the scope position during
the intervention with minimal costs and alteration of clinical protocols. With the final goal of an affordable
image-based guidance, this work presents a novel strategy to extract and codify the anatomical structure of
bronchi, as well as, the scope navigation path from videobronchoscopy. Experiments using interventional
data show that our method accurately identifies the bronchial structure. Meanwhile, experiments using
simulated data verify that the extracted navigation path matches the 3D route.

8 INDEX TERMS Bronchial anatomy representation, videobronchoscopy, lung cancer, biopsy guidance.

I. INTRODUCTION9

Lung cancer early-stage detection increases the survival10

rate over 5-years from 38% to 67% [1]. Currently, can-11

cer diagnosis can only be achieved by analysis of tissue12

extracted from the lesion usually sampled using ultrathin13

bronchoscopic navigation. Biopsy sampling using videobron-14

choscopy is a two-stage procedure. First, the intervention15

is planned off-line using Virtual Bronchoscopy (VB) [2] to16

compute from computed tomography (CT) data the shortest17

path across bronchial levels to each nodule. Second, the bron-18

choscopist tries to reproduce the pre-planned route by visual19

identification of bronchial levels and branch orientation in the20

intra-operative bronchoscopy video.21

Even for expert bronchoscopists it is difficult to reach distal22

lesions due to the lung’s anatomical structure. Conventional23

bronchoscopic diagnostic procedures are visually guided24

using radiating fluoroscopy which renders a suboptimal 34%25

of positive results for lesions <2 cm [3]. New endoscopy26

techniques (like electromagnetic navigation) are expensive,27

require either manual intervention or special gadgets, only28

increase diagnostic yield to 70%, and still radiate the patient.29

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Carmelo Militello .

The 30% undiagnosed pulmonary lesions need CT follow-up 30

or futile surgery procedures such as thoracoscopies, which 31

induces patient anxiety, radiation exposure, invasive surgery 32

along with associated pain, disability and rarely death. Diag- 33

nostic yield could be improved reducing radiation and costs 34

by developing intervention support systems able to guide the 35

bronchoscopist to the lesion. 36

During the past years, several technologies have been 37

developed for on-line guiding the bronchoscopist through 38

the planned path. Existing systems can be split into purely 39

image-based navigation systems and systems, like electro- 40

magnetic navigation, that use specific tools that provide addi- 41

tional information helpful in the guidance process. 42

Electromagnetic Navigation Bronchoscopy [4] (ENB) is a 43

medical procedure designed to localize and guide both bron- 44

choscope and bronchoscopic tools through the bronchial tree 45

by means of electromagnetic waves. The main disadvantage 46

of ENB is that it increases the cost of interventions, lacks 47

of rotational information and might not be accurate enough 48

due to interferences between the electromagnetic waves and 49

human tissues. Image-based navigation systems try to put into 50

correspondence video bronchoscopy images and VB images 51

using multimodal registration techniques [5]–[7]. Unfortu- 52

nately, the synchronization of simulated navigation with the 53
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actual intra-operative video is a challenging task that often54

requires manual corrections during intervention.55

In recent years, several alternatives to classical intensity-56

based registration methods have begun to be explored. These57

new image-based methods include Simultaneous Localiza-58

tion and Mapping (SLAM) [6], [8], Convolutional Neural59

Networks (CNNs) to compute 3D point clouds from depth60

maps learned from images [9] and synchronization based on61

visual features that can be identified in, both, CT scans an62

videos [10], [11].63

SLAM methods estimate a 3D map of the unknown envi-64

ronment together with the camera position from a set of fea-65

ture points matched in consecutive frames. A main challenge66

in endoscopic explorations is the matching step, since images67

lack of enough texture and salient points. In this context,68

ORBSLAM [6] achieves higher performance with respect to69

other state-of-the-art monocular SLAM approaches because70

it uses feature detectors adapted to the specific surgical condi-71

tions of endoscopic interventions. ORBSLAM performance72

in bronchoscopic interventions is not clear due to the specific73

scope forward-backward motion along the camera viewpoint74

direction and sudden rapid motions. In a recent work [8],75

the authors presented an improved version of VSLAM to76

improve point matching in case of sudden motion of the77

bronchoscope. A main inconvenience of SLAM approaches78

as navigation systems is that they still require registration79

of the point cloud to a segmentation of bronchi in order to80

localize the scope inside airways.81

Despite excellent results of CNNs in the medical imag-82

ing domain [12], [13], a main inconvenience is the limited83

annotated data available. In the particular field of interven-84

tion guiding, gathering annotated data has the extra diffi-85

culty of intra-operative recordings probably requiring the86

alteration of standard protocols. The deep learning approach87

presented in [9] uses phantom synthetic data to train a88

deep SLAM that provides the depth of the bronchoscopic89

image. Like classic SLAM approaches, the position of90

the camera inside airways requires further processing of91

the data.92

A feasible alternative which does not require huge anno-93

tated datasets in order to train complex methods is the use of94

anatomical landmarks [10]. In [10], lumen center lines were95

used to codify the route followed by the bronchoscope and96

indicate the path that needs to be followed to reach a target97

lesion.98

A navigation system based on anatomical landmarks99

requires the codification of airways main anatomy in, both,100

intra-operative videos and CT-scans. This work focuses in the101

intra-operative identification of a route planned on CT-scans102

using a codification of airways main anatomy.103

This work extends [11] to obtain the bronchial path fol-104

lowed during a bronchoscopic exploration. In [11] bronchial105

anatomy was encoded in single videobronchoscopy frames106

as a hierarchy of ellipses representing the bronchial lev-107

els observed in each frame. In the presented work we108

track such hierarchy across frames to dynamically extract109

a representation of the full anatomy navigated during the 110

intervention. This work contributes to the identification of the 111

scope position during intervention in two aspects: 112

1) Intra-operative Extraction of the Anatomy Explo- 113

red. The anatomy of airways can be represented using 114

a tree data structure with nodes representing bronchi 115

branching points [10]. In bronchoscopy videos, airways 116

anatomical structure is projected into a collection of 117

luminal regions arranged in a hierarchy of inclusions in 118

case frames show different bronchial levels [11]. The 119

tracking of such hierarchy across the video defines a 120

tree that represents the global anatomy of the patient 121

observed during the intervention. In order that this 122

on-line exploration tree encodes all the bifurcations 123

traversed during the intervention, its nodes codify the 124

traversed luminal regions as ellipses and its edges the 125

branching levels hierarchy. 126

2) Codification of the Scope Navigation Path. Nodes 127

also keep a flag to indicate whether they are currently 128

tracked, in order to identify the anatomy that it is 129

observed at each time. The intra-operative navigation 130

path is codified as the list of the roots of the sub-tree 131

representing such observed anatomy. Using this rep- 132

resentation, the current position of the scope inside 133

airways could be matched to the anatomical structure 134

of the lung extracted from a CT [10], [14]. 135

II. EXTRACTION OF THE ON-LINE EXPLORATION TREE 136

Our strategy for the extraction of the anatomy observed in 137

a bronchoscopy (sketched in fig.1) has 3 main steps. The 138

first step is to track the anatomy observed in a single frame 139

across the video (fig.1 (1)). To do so, the anatomical hierarchy 140

of ellipses extracted using [11] is matched to the current 141

on-line tree using a measure of anatomical similarity based 142

on ellipses overlap. Second, the exploration tree is updated 143

depending on the type of match between the tracked tree and 144

the image hierarchy (fig.1 (2)). In case all ellipses in the 145

hierarchy are matched, we consider that the scope has not 146

change the bronchial level and update the anatomical infor- 147

mation of the nodes with the ellipse hierarchy parameters they 148

have been matched to. In case of a partial match between 149

one of the tracked node children and the ellipse root of the 150

hierarchy, we consider that the scope is approaching a deeper 151

bronchial level and add a new level to the on-line tree. Finally, 152

the exploration path is dynamically obtained as the sequence 153

of tracked roots of the on-line tree (fig.1 (3)). In case of adding 154

a new tree level to the current tracked root, we have a forward 155

motion (F) of the scope and the current tracked root is added 156

to the exploration path. In case the children of the current 157

tracked root are unmatched, we consider the scope moves 158

backwards (B) and the root is removed from the exploration 159

path. 160

The next sections give details about the computation of 161

each of the steps required for the extraction of the on-line 162

exploration tree. 163
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FIGURE 1. Main steps in the extraction of the on-line exploration tree.
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A. ANATOMY TRACKING164

Each node of the exploration tree stores the shape and position165

in the image of the luminal region it represents. Luminal166

shape is codified by the parameters of an ellipse representing167

the luminal region: center position, (x, y), mayor and minor168

axis, (a, b), and its orientation, θ . Such ellipses are obtained169

from a hierarchy of MSER regions computed using [11]. The170

lumen position in the image frame is codified by the image171

quadrant, Q, the ellipse representing the lumen is in. Image172

quadrants are stored in order to provide guidance instructions173

indicating the bronchi to follow at each bronchial level. Nodes174

also store temporal information. In particular, the number of175

frames, NFr , it has been tracked and a boolean flag (labelled176

active) indicating whether the node corresponds to a lumen177

that is currently being observed in the video frame (active =178

True) or it corresponds to a bifurcation seen in previous179

frames (active = False). A given node is activated when it180

has been tracked (i.e. matched to an ellipse in the hierarchy181

of MSER regions) for at least NFrMx frames and deactivated182

otherwise.183

In order to track (and update) the on-line exploration184

tree, the active nodes sub-tree is matched to the ellipse185

hierarchy. To do so, we use a tree edit distance [15] that186

takes into account airways anatomy given by their elliptical187

representation.188

The tree edit distance computes the optimal set of edit189

operations that transforms a tree T1 into a tree T2. In the190

case of trees representing bronchial anatomy, aside the iden-191

tity transformation, we have two edit operations, insert and192

delete. Node deletion corresponds to traversing a bronchial193

level, while node insertion indicates that the bronchoscope is194

approaching a deeper bronchial bifurcation.195

In order to define a criterion for the selection of the optimal196

transformation, each edit operation is assigned a cost which197

is used to compute the total cost as the sum of the costs of all198

edit operations of the transformation. Then, the edit distance199

is the transformation of minimal cost. In our case, the identity200

has zero cost and the cost of the other edit operations (insert201

and delete) is set to 1. Nodes in T1 are deleted and inserted202

depending on whether they are matched to a node in T2 or not.203

A node in T1 is deleted if it can not be matched to any node204

in T2. All unmatched nodes in T2 are, then, inserted into T1.205

Nodematching is given in terms of a similarity measure. If we206

note by (nij)
Nj
i=1 the nodes of tree Tj, j = 1, 2, and sim(·, ·) the207

similarity measure, then ni11 is matched to ni22 if:208

ni22 = max
i

{
sim(ni11 , n

i
2), for sim(n

i1
1 , n

i
2) ≥ Th

}
(1)209

being Th a tolerance parameter on a minimum similarity210

between nodes. In case sim(ni11 , n
i
2) < Th, ∀i = 1, . . .N2,211

then ni11 is deleted.212

In our case, the similarity between nodes is given by the213

overlap between the ellipses they represent. This overlap is214

computed as the volumetric overlap error (VOE) between the215

masks of the nodes’ ellipses. If n
ij
j represents an ellipse with216

parameters (x
ij
j , y

ij
j , a

ij
j , b

ij
j , θ

ij
j ), j = 1, 2, then its elliptical 217

region, namely E
ij
nj (x, y), fulfills the following inequality: 218

E
ij
nj (x, y) =

(x cos(θ
ij
j )−y sin(θ

ij
j ))− x

ij
j

a
ij
j

219

+
(y cos(θ

ij
j )+ x sin(θ

ij
j ))− y

ij
j

b
ij
j

≤ 1 (2) 220

It follows that the VOE defining the similarity between ni11 221

and ni22 is given by: 222

sim(ni11 , n
i2
2 ) := E i1n1 (x, y) ∩ E

i2
n2 (x, y) 223

=
2 · |(E i1n1 (x, y) < 1) ∩ (E i2n2 (x, y) < 1)|

|E i1n1 (x, y) < 1| + |E i2n2 (x, y) < 1|
(3) 224

where | · | indicates the number of pixels of the mask approx- 225

imating the ellipse area. 226

B. EXPLORATION TREE UPDATING 227

In order to update the exploration tree, we compute the 228

edit distance transformation between the active sub-tree, T1, 229

defined by the active nodes and all their children and the 230

ellipse hierarchy encoded as a tree, T2. The active sub-tree 231

is updated depending on the edit operation (identity, delete or 232

insert) that it should be applied to transform it to the hierarchy 233

tree. 234

For those nodes having a match (identity edit operation) 235

to one of the ellipses in the hierarchy, we update all their 236

values. The anatomical parameters (ellipse and quadrant) are 237

set to the values of the ellipse they have been matched to. The 238

number of tracked frames, NFr , is increased by one and the 239

flag active is updated if NFr ≥ NFrMx . We observe that a full 240

match of all nodes in T1 indicates that we are still in the same 241

bronchial level. 242

For those nodes in the active subtree that should be 243

deleted, the anatomical information remains unchanged, 244

NFr , is decreased by one and the flag active is updated if 245

NFr < NFrMx . A deactivation of the deleted nodes indicates 246

the possibility of a change in the bronchial level. If the 247

deactivated node is the root, the scope is approaching a deeper 248

bronchial level, while in case of deactivating the children, 249

the scope is moving backwards to a previous bronchial level. 250

We observe that in the first case, the active sub-tree could 251

have two roots, one for each children of the deactivated 252

root. 253

Finally, the unmatched nodes of the hierarchy are inserted 254

into the active sub-tree as new nodes with anatomical values 255

equal to the values of the hierarchy nodes’ ellipses, NFr = 1 256

and active = False. We observe that the inserted nodes will 257

be children of an active root and,, thus, indicate the scope is 258

moving forward towards the next bronchial level of the active 259

root. The final exploration tree is given only by those nodes 260

that have been active at least once. 261
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FIGURE 2. Definition of the exploration path from the active roots in forward motion.

C. EXPLORATION PATH EXTRACTION262

The sequence of active roots provides information about the263

current position of the scope, as well as, the path navigated so264

far. The exploration path is codified as a list of the nodes that265

have been single roots in the active sub-tree. The quadrants266

of these nodes codify the navigation path. We add an extra267

attribute to the nodes in the list in order to indicate the268

direction of the scope motion at the moment of traversing the269

bifurcation: F for forward motion, B for backwards motion.270

The position of the scope is given by the last node inserted in271

the exploration path list. In particular, the level of the last node272

inside the whole exploration tree defines the current bronchial273

level.274

The exploration path list is computed as follows. The path275

is initialized with the root (which represents the tracheal entry276

point) of the full exploration tree with forward motion. Nodes277

are added to the list as new levels are traversed using the278

following criterion. In forward motion, each time the scope279

approaches a deeper level, two new children are added to280

the current active root which is the last node inserted in the281

path list. At the final approach phase, such root is deactivated282

and its children become active roots. The moment the scope283

traverses to the next bronchial level, only the root repre-284

senting the lumen the scope has entered into remains active.285

In backwards motion, we would have the inverse sequence of286

activations/desactivations. In any case, traversing a bronchial287

level can be detected as an increment in the number of active288

roots followed by a decrement. Every time this condition289

is satisfied, the current active root is added to the path list.290

Forward and backward motion is determined depending on291

whether the added active root is a children or a parent of292

the last inserted node. In case of being a children, we have293

a forward motion to a deeper level, while in case of being294

a parent, the scope is moving backwards to a level already295

visited.296

Figure 2 graphically sketches the process of adding a new297

node to the exploration path list in case of forward motion.298

The nodes of the active sub-tree are indicated with a blue 299

frame with the root in double line. We also show the ellipses 300

the the active sub-tree nodes represent in a bronchoscopy 301

image for better interpretation of the anatomical changes that 302

take place during level traversal. In fig.2 (a), the scope is 303

placed at a point of Node2 bronchi that allows the visualiza- 304

tion of the next level luminal areas, represented as the light 305

ellipses included in Node2 dark ellipse. As the scope moves 306

forward (fig.2(b)), Node2 lumen does not show any more in 307

images and, thus, it is deactivated. At this moment, the active 308

sub-tree has two roots, Node4 and Node5. Finally, in fig.2(c), 309

the scope has entered into Node5 bronchial level, so that this 310

node becomes the only root of the active sub-tree and is added 311

to the path list. 312

III. EXPERIMENTS 313

Our experiments have been designed to evaluate our method 314

in two aspects: 315

1) Assessment of the Exploration Tree. The extrac- 316

tion of the on-line exploration tree has been tested 317

on 8 interventional videos acquired at Hospital de 318

Bellvitge (Barcelona, Spain) using an Olympus Exera 319

III HD Ultrathin videobronchoscope. Videos were 320

acquired during 4 biopsy sampling procedures. For 321

each procedure, 2 different videos were recorded, one 322

navigating a lower lobe and the other one navigating an 323

upper lobe. 324

In order to validate the extraction of the on-line explo- 325

ration tree, a clinical expert visually inspected each of 326

the interventional videos to create a Ground Truth (GT) 327

tree with all the bronchi seen across the video. The 328

extracted on-line tree was compared to this GT tree 329

using a standard tree edit distance in order to com- 330

pute false positives, FP, false negatives, FN, preci- 331

sion and recall of the on-line exploration tree. False 332

positives correspond to structures wrongly identified 333
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as bronchial lumens, while false negatives are missed334

luminal regions.335

2) Assessment of the Exploration Path. To assess the336

exploration path, we have computed the path list in337

VB to compared it to the list of bifurcations traversed338

by the VB camera [16]. Virtual bronchoscopies were339

generated using an own developed software from CT340

scans [16] and augmented with intra-operative appear-341

ance using the method presented in [17], [18]. For each342

virtual bronchoscopy of a patient, four virtual explo-343

rations were generated, covering the four main lobes:344

left and right upper lobes, noted LUL, RUL, and left345

and right lower lobes, noted LLL, RLL. Exploration346

paths reached between the sixth and twelfth bronchial347

level. Simulations were performed using central navi-348

gation without rotation around the scope.349

We have compared the quality of our exploration path350

to the paths computed using [14]. Following [19],351

the metrics used for the comparison of both methods352

are True Positives Nodes (TPN) and True Path Rep-353

resentations (TPR). For a given exploration, a node354

is considered to be a TPN if its label coincides with355

the GT node label. The number of consecutive TPN356

achieved from the 1st node divided by the path node357

length defines TPR. We have used a T-test to detect358

significant differences across methods and Confidence359

Intervals (CIs) at significance α = 0.05 to report aver-360

age precision and recall ranges.361

Using the same metrics and database we also did a362

comparison with a SLAM state of the art method [6],363

which has been proven to perform well in scope track-364

ing in videobronchoscopy [8] In order to obtain the365

exploration path from ORBSLAM camera tracking,366

the path described by ORBSLAM camera 3D posi-367

tion was registered to the path described by the vir-368

tual camera which follows the center line of airways.369

A node representing a traversal of a bronchial level was370

considered correctly identified and considered TPN if371

the range of positions the virtual camera traverses a372

new bronchial level intersects the range of positions the373

ORBSLAM camera traverses the same bronchial level.374

Also, and with the aim of increasing the perfor-375

mance of ORBSLAM, we computed virtual explo-376

ration paths transformed to enhance edges and corners377

of triangles. ORBSLAM needs to identify key points378

between frames to track the camera. Since our virtual379

images have been computed to have an appearance as380

close as possible to intra-operative videos, there might381

not be enough key points to a good performance of382

ORBSLAM even using the method described in [6].383

Thus, we did not apply [17] and used flat illumina-384

tion in virtual simulations. The right image in figure 3385

shows an example of a frame transformed to enhance386

corners and edges in comparison to the realistic virtual387

frame used to validate our method shown in the right388

image of the figure.389

FIGURE 3. Preprocessing for ORBSLAM input. Virtual image, left, and the
processed for ORBSLAM, right.

The computation of the exploration tree requires setting the 390

values of the number of frames, NFrMx , for node activation 391

and deactivation and the threshold, Th, determining node 392

matching in (1). The number of frames NFrMx was set to 393

NFrMx = 5, while the threshold was set to Th = 0.2 in order 394

to manage sudden abrupt motions. 395

Several parameters were tuned in order to find the optimal 396

performance of the ORBSLAM. The algorithm is based on 397

the extraction of FAST keypoints and ORB descriptors. The 398

keypoints are extracted following a pyramid scheme using 399

different scales. The scaling factor between pyramid levels 400

is 1.2 and the number of levels used is 8. For each level, 401

the image is divided in a grid. At each cell, FAST keypoints 402

are extracted imposing a minimum response. Firstly an initial 403

threshold is imposed. The value of the initial threshold is 404

iniThFAST = 9. If no corners are detected a lower value is 405

imposed. The minimum value imposed is minThFAST = 2. 406

TABLE 1. Exploration tree assessment. Quality numbers for each patient
and video.

A. ASSESSMENT OF THE EXPLORATION TREE 407

Table 1 reports, for each patient and path, false positives, 408

FP, false negatives, FN, the total number of nodes of the GT 409

exploration tree, precision and recall. The last row reports 410

total numbers for the 8 paths. Our on-line exploration tree 411

has an overall recall of 92% and a precision of 82%, but its 412

performance substantially varies across patients and videos. 413

Meanwhile Patient 2 and 3 reach 100% in precision with 414

90.7% of average recall, in the remaining cases the average 415

precision drops to 68.7% with only a slightly increase in 416

average recall (94.3%). In particular, Patient 4 has the lowest 417

precision scores, with only 46.67% in the first video. Most 418

FPs are due to shines in bubbles and sudden abrupt changes 419

in scope motion, which mainly appear at most distal levels. 420

6 VOLUME 8, 2020
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Meanwhile FNs are mostly attributed to substantial deviation421

in central navigation, which is a main requirement for the422

assumption of inclusion of lumens from different bronchial423

levels.424

Table 2 reports the average, µ, standard deviation, σ , and425

CIs for the precision and recall. The confidence interval426

for the recall indicates that our algorithm detects most of427

the bronchi in all explorations (σ = 0.0759). In terms of428

precision, its CI indicates that the precision varies depending429

on the patient due to the reasons explained in Table 1.430

TABLE 2. Precision and recall statistics for the on-line exploration tree
extraction.

TABLE 3. Comparison of TPN and TPR obtained for [14] and the proposed
on-line path.

B. ASSESSMENT OF THE EXPLORATION PATH431

Table 3 reports CIs for average TPN and TPR percentages432

for both methods and p-values of the T-test for the difference.433

The detection rate of the correct bifurcations along the whole434

path (TPN) is significantly different with a CI for the dif-435

ference equal to [1.44, 19.03] between the method proposed436

in this work and [14]. This improvement is due to the fact437

that the proposed algorithm not only detects luminal regions438

but it also encodes the hierarchy relationships between them.439

Hierarchy relationships allow to increase the robustness when440

luminal regions are not detected in some frames. Concerning441

the percentage of correct paths reached from the trachea442

(TPR), there are not significant differences with a CI for the443

difference equal to [−16.39, 20.92]. Although, our algorithm444

outperforms the approach from [14] in terms of TPN, there445

are not significant differences due to the TPR metric itself.446

Given a path with all the bifurcations but the first one correct,447

the TPR value is 0 since there is none correct value starting448

from the trachea. In both cases binary trees are used to encode449

the path followed during the intervention. Even so, lungs450

does not contain only binary bifurcations, they also contains451

ternary bifurcations which are not well defined in binary452

trees. Such ternary bifurcations appear in the proximal levels453

leading to low TPR values. Although there is a problem of454

representation of such ternary bifurcations, proximal levels455

are not important for a guiding system as doctors does not456

get lost.457

Table 4 reports CIs for average TPN and TPR percent-458

ages for both methods and p-values of the T-test for the459

difference. The detection rate of TPN and TPR is signif-460

icantly different with a CI for the difference between our461

TABLE 4. Comparison of TPN and TPR obtained for ORBSLAM and the
proposed on-line path.

method and ORBSLAM equal to [30.1183, 57.4840] and 462

[0.4922, 47.20] respectively, between themethod proposed in 463

this work and [6]. Further, we note that that ORSLAM inter- 464

vals for TPN and TPR are the same. Both issues are due to the 465

fact that ORBSLAM underestimates depth during navigation 466

and, thus, the moment it does not reach a given level, it is 467

unable to catch up and deeper levels are also missed. Depth 468

underestimation could be attributed to tracking key points 469

which are not good descriptors of bronchial anatomy. In fact, 470

ORBSLAM is only able to detect the first 1-4 bifurcations 471

on average. From the point of view of intervention guidance, 472

these levels are the least relevant ones since bronchoscopists 473

have little difficulties identifying proximal airways. Another 474

issue influencing ORBSLAM performance is that, like other 475

motion estimation methods, it requires a minimum amount 476

of motion in consecutive frames to properly estimate camera 477

position. Since motion is more pronounced at main airways, 478

initial bifurcations are better reconstructed and reached by 479

ORBSLAM. At deeper levels, scope motion is more subtle 480

and, thus, ORBSLAM systematically underestimates camera 481

position. 482

IV. CONCLUSION 483

With the final goal of an image-based navigation system 484

for bronchoscopy guidance, we have presented a method 485

for the extraction and codification of the bronchial anatomy 486

and exploration path from videobronchoscopy. Our method 487

bases on a graph encoding the hierarchy of bronchial levels 488

traversed during the exploration. This simple representation 489

of the geometry of airways allows the localization of the 490

scope and the reconstruction of the path navigated during 491

the intervention. This is an advantage over SLAM methods 492

that require further registration of the reconstructed 3D point 493

cloud to an anatomical reconstruction of the patient’s airways 494

in order to locate the scope. 495

Experiments conducted in interventional videos show that 496

our method is highly accurate retrieving bronchial anatomy 497

(recall = 90%). However, there is a substantial variability in 498

precision across patients due to bubbles, shines and abrupt 499

changes in bronchial level due to patient cough. Bubbles 500

introduce false lumen detections in the extraction of MSER 501

regions, which could introduce false nodes and levels in 502

the exploration tree. This could be solved by either using 503

alternative descriptors of the lumen (like deep features) or 504

pre-processing images to remove shines. Abrupt motion due 505

to patient cough is prone to change the level of the scope at 506

most distal airways which, like all trackers, is usually missed. 507

This artifact is common to all trackers and it is a limita- 508

tion of the technique. The impact of abrupt motion could 509
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be minimized if image guidance was complemented with510

inertial sensors deployed in the working channel in a hybrid511

system.512

Comparison to existing guidance methods based on image513

analysis, shows that the proposed on-line tree outperforms the514

existing methods based on landmarks [14] and also SLAM515

approaches [6].516

The results of this work are so promising, that encourage517

testing the system in clinical premises. This is a current work518

in cooperation with Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol from519

Barcelona, Spain.520
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